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Introduction and aims

• SSc is a rare, multiorgan disease; ILD is frequently present1,2

• Little is known about patients perspectives

The aim is to analyse patient journeys, experiences and needs of SSc 
patients with and without ILD and healthcare professionals from 8 
European countries in order to identify unmet needs in the care and 
management of SSc patients. 

ILD, interstitial lung disease; SSc, systemic sclerosis; SSc-ILD, systemic sclerosis-associated interstitial lung disease.

1. Steele R, et al. Arthritis Care Res (Hoboken) 2012;64:519-524         2. Vonk MC, et al. Ann Rheum Dis 2009;68:961-965



Methods

• Qualitative, semi-structured, in-depth, individual interviews3,4 were 
conducted using four sets of around 70 research questions, 
adjusted to the interviewees profile (specialist, patient, patient 
organisation, caregiver)

• Focus of the interviews were unmet needs along three phases of 
the patient pathway: 

• pre-diagnosis (first symptoms, first line consultation, referral)

• diagnosis (tests, consultations)

• post-diagnosis (consultations, treatment, quality of life, patient 
support) 

3. Dicicco-Bloom B, Crabtree BF. Medical education 2006: 40(4): 314-321;    4.Kallio H, et all. Journal of advanced nursing 2016: 72(12): 2954-2965.



Heath Care Professionals Perspective

95 European-based HCPs with experience in SSc-ILD care

Patient Perspective

42 Patients, 3 patient organisation representatives and 4 caregivers

Interviewed health care professionals and patients

6 dermatologists

23 pulmonologists

42 rheumatologists

6 internists

7 nurses2 cardiologists

3 radiologists 5 paramedics

Participating countries: Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal and Sweden 

1GP
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Common unmet needs along the SSc patient pathway -

identified by HCPs and patients (in pre-diagnosis phase)

• Lack of knowledge of patients regarding first SSc 

symptoms

• Insufficient knowledge of GP regarding SSc

• Low awareness of specialists regarding SSc

• Lack of clear referral structure

Pre-diagnosis Diagnosis Post-diagnosis



Common unmet needs along the SSc patient pathway -

identified by HCPs and patients (in diagnosis phase)

• Lack of awareness regarding ILD

• Lack of national care path 

• Lack of specialised nurses

• Difficulties to remember information from the diagnosis 

consultation

• Patients’ confusion when receiving the diagnosis
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Common unmet needs along the SSc patient pathway -

identified by HCPs and patients (in post-diagnosis phase)

• Lack of treatment options

• Lack of clear & positive information

• Lack of paramedical care

• Lack of psychological support

• Lack of multidisciplinary collaboration among specialists

• Difficulties to meet other SSc patients for patients that 

live in remote areas

• Difficulty to explain the disease others

Pre-diagnosis Diagnosis Post-diagnosis



SSc patient pathway in the 8 included countries
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Conclusion

• Delayed referral and 

diagnosis

• Lack of a clear referral 

structure

• Insufficient support for 

patients and caregivers

Main unmet needs

• Education of general public, general 
practitioners, and physicians in community 
hospitals to ensure earlier recognition of 
symptoms and timely diagnosis

• Establish national pathways of care for SSc 
patients providing a clear referral framework

• Provide clear and reliable sources of information 
to help patients communicate with HCPs, family 
and friends. Offer patient educational sessions

Possible strategies and solutions
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